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Abstract 
De Vroedt, C., On the maximum cardinality of binary constant weight codes with prescribed 
distance, Discrete Mathematics 97 (1991) 155-160. 
Let A(n, d, w) be the maximum cardinality of a binary code with length n, constant weight 
w (0 G w < [n/2]) and Hamming distance d. In this paper a method is discussed in order to 
determine upper bounds for A(n, d, w), combining ideas from Delsarte (1973), Johnson (1972) 
and de Vroedt (1980). 
1. Introduction 
Let (GF(2))” be the set of vectors x (= (xi, x2, . . . , x,)) with xi E GF(2) (i = 
1, 2, . . . ) n). The (Hamming) distance d(x, y) of x and y is defined by 
d(x,y)=l{il lsiinn;xi#yi}l, 
and the weight w(x) of x by w(x) = d(x, 0) with 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0). Let Hi be the 
set of vectors of weight j, 
Hj={r(xE(GF(2))“~w(x)=j} (Osjjnn). 
In the sequel we consider codes C that are subsets of H, for fixed w (0 s w s 
1421) (b’ Y d mar co es of length IZ and constant weight w). 
For r E (GF(2))” the distance d(x, C) from x to C is defined by 
For a code C and a fixed integer k (0 C k d n) we define the (disjoint) subsets Ci 
of Hk by 
Ci = {y 1 _Y E H/c A d(.Y, C) = i}, (Iw-klSiSw+kk;i=w-k(mod2)). 
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From the definition of Cj it follows that 
w+k 
Hk = u c, 
i=lw-kl 
and, as the sets Ci are disjoint, we have 
Defining Bj = ICil/lC( we get 
ICI = Iff/cI/i_“zIk, Pi. (1) 
The purpose of the next section is to determine lower bounds for & and thus by 
(1) an upper bound for (Cl. 
2. Estimation of the /3i 
Following Delsarte [(l), p. 261 the outer distribution 17, of a code C with 
respect to Hk is defined as follows: uk iS a lHk] by (w + k - Iw - kl + 2)/2 matrix; 
the k&l (= (nk)) rows of uk are indexed by the elements x E Hk and the 
(w + k - Iw - kl + 2)/2 columns by the numbers i(Iw-klsisw+k;i=w- 
k (mod 2)) such that the (I, i) entry uk(x, i) of uk is 
uk(& i) = l{y 1 y E c A d(x, y) = i>l* 
The valencies ui (1 w - kl - z <‘<w+k) are defined by ui=({zIzEHkhd(x,z)= 
i}l (n E H,,,; vi is independent of the choice of X) and the intersection numbers p& 
bY 
p:s= l{Z lZEH/c A d(x, z) = r A d(y, z) = s}l 
(for x, y E H,,, with d(x, y) = t; the numbers p& are independent of the choice of x 
and y). Further let A, be defined by 
A, = h c u&, t). 
XSC 
(So, A, is the average number of codewords at distance t to a given codeword.) 
Lemma 1. For the numbers uk(x, i), ICI, vi, p:s and A, the following relations 
hold: 
w+k 
i=;_k, uk(x, i) = ICI (for allx E H/c), (2) 
x~kuk(xji)=IcIzli (foralliwithlw-k(sisw+k) (3) 
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and 
c U,(x, r)U&, s) = ICI zOp&A, fur all r, s with Iw - kl d r, s s w + k. (4) 
XSHk 
Proof. 
w+k w+k 
i=F_k\ uk(x’ i, = i=gk, yeC g y)=i ’ = ZC ’ = “I’ . 7 
which proves (2); 
c ukb-, i> = c c 
XCHk XEH~ ysC,d(x.y)=i 
’ = y?C IEHk$xy)_i ’ = 1’1 viY 
, , 
which proves (3); and 
& uk(x, r>“k(x, s, = c c c 1 
xeHk yeC,d(x,y)=r reC,d(x.r)=s 
c 1 
t=O y-zC reC, d(y,r)=r xeH~,d(x.y)=rhd(x.r)=s 
which proves (4). Cl 
Using the relations (2), (3) and (4) in combination with the fact that the 
numbers &(x, i) are integers allows us to determine lower bounds for pi. In fact 
the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 2. Let A and B be positive numbers such that 
xTc, uk(x, i) = ICI A and xsc 17:(x, i) s ICI B. 
Then /Ii (= 1 Ci I/) Cl) satisfies the inequality 
Remarks. (1) As the function Q,(X) defined by v(x)=2A[Alx] - 
x LA/x] [A/n + 11 . IS a decreasing continuous function in x, (5) determines a lower 
bound for pi. 
(2) Neglecting the fact that the numbers &(x, i) are integers we could only 
conclude Bi aA*/B (e.g. using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). The bounds on 
A(n, d, w) found by Johnson in [2] were in fact based on this inequality. 
(3) As the proof of (5) runs along the same lines as that of the inequality 
/.$a A*/B mentioned above, we omit it. 
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3. Some examples 
(A). A(17, 6, 7) =S 240. 
Proof. Choosing k = 4 and i = 3 in formula (3) resp. k = 4 and r =s = 3 in 
formula (4) we get 
resp. 
c U,(X, 3) = ICI v3 = ICI 35 
XEH4 
c W% 3) = ICI $&JL = ICI (35 +PkA6) 
XEH4 
(A0=1;A2=A4=0; pi3=v3=35 and p&=0 for ta8). Now p&=1, A,c 
T(7, 3; 10, 3; 6) =z 91; (T(nr, w,; n2, w,; d) is the maximum number of binary 
vectors with length n1 + n2, w1 ones on the first n, places, w2 ones on the last It2 
places and mutual (Hamming) distance d.) Therefore p3 satisfies the inequality 
which gives p3 Z= 119/12 and therefore ICI < I&l/p3 = 240. III 
(B). A(20, 6, 8) =G 1107. 
Proof. Choosing k = 6 and i = 2 in (3) we get 
c Wx 2) = ICI 28 
.MHz 
and, as U,(X, 2) = 1 (if x E C,) and L&(x, 2) = 0 (if x $ C,), we have p2 = 
IC,l/lCl = 28. Choosing k = 6, r = 2 and s = 4 in (4) and using again U,(x, 2) = 1 
(if x E C,) and U,(X, 2) = 0 (if x $ C,) we get 
Now, p& = 3, A6 s T(8, 3; 12, 3; 6) S 168 and therefore 
XE;,c, L&(X, 4) z= ICI ((912 - 3.168) = ICI . 168. 
For x E I&\& we have L&(X, 4) =S T(6, 1; 14, 3; 6) s 24 and therefore p4 = 
IC,l/lCl > 168/24 = 7. Conclusion: 
IW 
ICI =cs 
(C). A(22, 8, 10) s 659. 
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Proof. In (3) we choose k = 8 and i = 2. We get CxeHs U&x, 2) = ICI 45 and 
therefore (r&(x, 2) = 1 if x E Cz and U,(x, 2) = 0 if x r$ C,) & = 45. Choosing k = 8 
and i = 4 in (3) we get 
C 
XEC4 
U,(x, 4) = (U&, 4) = 0 for x $ C,) = xzR U&, 4) = ]C] v4 = (Cl . 1440. 
In (4) we choose k = 8, r =s = 4 to get CxeC4 U&, 4) = (Cl (v4 +p&AJ. As 
p& = 16 and A8 6 T(10, 4; 12, 4; 8) G 210 fi4 satisfies 
Therefore p4 3 440 and 
(D). A(22, 10,7) C 18. 
Proof. Suppose A(22, 10, 7) = 19. The list of codewords contains 19 X 7 = 133 
ones, and, as A(21, 10, 7) = 13 and A(21, 10, 6) =7 [3, p. 6891, there is one 
column with 7 ones and there are 21 columns each containing 6 ones. 
ki k, k3 k4 k5 k6 k, 
x1111111 000000000000000 
# ones = 35 
Now consider the codeword x = 1’0”. If the columns k,, k,, . . . , k, each contain 
6 ones U,(x, 10) G [35/2] = 17. As there are 7 codewords ‘covering’ a ‘7 column’, 
for 12 codewords we have U,(x, 10) c 17 and therefore Alo c (7 - 18 + 
12 * 17)/19 = 176. Now (3) with k = 2 and i = 5 gives CXECs U&x, 5) = ICI 21, and 
(4) with k = 2, r = s = 5 gives CxeCs U;(x, 5) = (Cl (21 + Alo). As Alo c 176 & 
must satisfy 
Thus & 3 12& and therefore 
IcIc [$-1=18. !J 
(E). Some other results are listed in Table 1 (with the values chosen for k, the 
used estimates for T(n,, w,; n2, w2; d) and the bounds for &). 
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Table 1 
(1) A(19, 6, 8) =Z 734; 
(2) A(21, 6, 8) G 1695; 
(3) A(24, 6, 10) G 12186; 
(4) A(22, 8, 9) < 493; 
(5) A(23, 8, 9) < 801; 
(6) A(24, 8, 9) < 1143; 
(7) A(22,8, 11) G 785; 
(8) A(23, 8, 11) s 1350; 
(9) A(24, 8, 11) c 2241; 
k=5 A,~T(8,3;11,3;6)G146 
k = 5 A, s T(8, 3; 13, 3; 6) 5 208 
k = 7 A, s T(10, 3; 14, 3; 6) c 392 
k = 5 A, =s T(9, 4; 13, 4; 8) G 184 
k=5 A,<T(14,4;9,4;8)<252 
k=5 A,<T(15,4;9,4;8)~310 
k=9 A,<T(11,4;11,4;8)~247 
k = 9 A, s T(11,4; 12, 4; 8) s 330 
k=9 A,<T(ll, 4; 13, 4;8)<412 
& 2 15;. 
& > 12. 
& 2 28, 4. 
/s4 z= 53;. 
B4 2 42. 
b4 2 37& 
p4 2 578b and & = 55. 
fi4 3 550 and & = 55. 
p4 2 528,4 and p2 = 55. 
4. Final remarks 
The results stated in Section 3 improve some estimates for A(n, d, w) given in 
[3, pp. 687-6891, and were (among other things) based on estimates for A,. As 
Ad = l/ICI LC U,,,(x, d) and U,(X, d) 6 T(w, id; n - w, id; d) we estimated A, 
by A,sT(w,+d;n-w , $d; d). Van OS and the present author tried to find 
better estimates for A(n, d, w) using Delsarte’s inequalities [l, p. 27 and p. 501 in 
order to estimate Ad. The results were rather disappointing. We only mention a 
few examples. 
(1) A(15, 6, 7) s 87. 
(2) A(17, 6, 8) s 276. 
(3) A(24, 6, 11) c 14681. 
(4) A(24, 6, 12) =Z 15901. 
(5) A(19, 8, 9) =G 121. 
(6) A(20, 8, 10) 6 242. 
(7) A(24, 10, 9) s 118. 
(8) A(24, 10, 11) =G 222. 
(9) A(27, 12, 13) =Z 156. 
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